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Elijah at the Creek
There is a certain creek I have known for over fifty-five years. That is
a long time - longer than I have known most people! I have waded
through its water when it was clear and cool and running on beautiful spring days. Little fish swim along the bottom in groups, and
blue-green sunfish make round nests on the bottom, clearing patches of clean gravel that look like someone swept them with a broom.
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Sometimes I will find a big turtle like a Red-eared Slider making her
way through the shallow water, looking like a dark green rounded
stone until she sticks her head up. Then you can see the bright red
patch of skin, one on each side of the back of her head.
I have also waded the creek when summer dried up most of the water, so that the deeper pools were warm like bath water and the
shallow parts were dry, sun-baked limestone rocks. Sometimes I
accidentally scare a big wading bird like an egret or Great Blue
Heron looking for a fish or something else to eat. They see me before I see them, and so they usually start to fly further away as soon
as I spot them.
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Elijah at the Creek, continued

The Creek (the inset photo is Water Pennywort)
Months later, when it is almost winter, the air is cool and

mom or dad. Needless to say, Elijah has gone on lots of

the light almost always feels like it is the end of the after-

nature walks with us, and I knew it was time for us to visit

noon a little before sunset. The leaves fall into beautiful

this creek.

layers beneath the shallow running water. Little mosquitofish – a kind of minnow whose body can reflect a little
blue color if you are looking at it just right – those mosquitofish swim in the clear water above the dark brown, red,
and yellow leaves.

The water was clear and beautiful, flowing over the limestone at the bottom of the creek. Fish darted this way and
that as we waded along, and I showed Elijah some plants
along the bank that looked like dark green tiny umbrellas.
Each stem grew upward and ended in a round leaf. I

I recently took Elijah to the creek for some exploring. Eli-

knew that they were some sort of pennywort, but I did not

jah is like a grandson. I saw him on the day he was born

know which kind. That was OK, we were there to have fun

and have watched him grow into a wonderful six-year-old. (though I did talk about what kinds of fish we saw, and I
When he was only two, I made him a little book, “Eli’s Ad-

quizzed him a little about how to spot poison ivy). We

ventures at Southwest Nature Preserve” with photos of

talked about how strong the water pushed at us in one

insects and other animals we had seen on walks with his

place where the water had to go through a narrow place
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Elijah at the Creek, continued
and dropped down to the next pool, we were careful not
to get pushed down in it. We also talked about how the
gray rocks were slick and we had to avoid them. Those
gray ones were shale, a sort of crumbly rock that feels like
clay when it gets wet.
At the end of our walk, Elijah asked how I knew so much
about nature, and I mentioned all the years that I’ve
walked around in it, the books I’ve read, and the people I
have learned from. He said that when he is older and can
read better, we will go find things and he will look them
up in books and we will know just what kind of thing we
have found, like that pennywort.
Two weeks later, it was time to visit again. The water was
still clear and flowing, and it was a little bit warmer. Elijah
was beginning to wade the creek like someone who had
been doing this for a while. When wading through water
with big uneven rocks at the bottom, when the sun has
had a chance to grow some slippery algae on those
rocks, it’s easy to fall in. For the most part, though, he did
great.

Elijah with the snake hook

We used walking sticks to help keep our balance. Elijah started with a wooden stick and I
started with a snake hook with a very strong aluminum shaft or handle and a small “L-shaped”
hook at the end. It wasn’t long before we had
traded sticks and Elijah was pulling up flat stones
under the water to see what was underneath. I
had a dip net, and soon had netted a few mosquitofish that I put in a clear jar – just for a minute
– so Elijah could check them out. Males are
smaller, and female mosquitofish have a dark
spot toward the back of the body (but before the
tail). We talked about how they are called
“mosquitofish” because they eat little “bugs” on
the surface of the water, like the larvae of mosquitos. And so, the more mosquitofish, the fewer
mosquitos to bother us.

Checking out a frog in the jar
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Elijah at the Creek, continued
showed him how to quickly drop the dip net
over the frog. The frog hops but is caught in the
net and you can carefully grab the frog through
the net and then hold it with your other hand. I
also showed him how to gently hold the frog’s
back leg between your thumb and finger, so
that it cannot jump but also is not hurt. Elijah
looked at the frog’s head with its bulging little
eyes, then its slightly bumpy back and then
checked out those powerful back legs. And
then it was time to let the frog go. It jumped
among the rocks and Elijah wanted to catch it
again. I said, “You won’t be able to catch that
frog with just your hands.” And then he did it!
Cricket frog

He grabbed his frog just before it could jump,
and took one more look at it. (I think the frog

We also saw cricket frogs which are small enough to sit on was tired from being held, and that’s why Elijah could
your thumbnail. You typically find these frogs right at the

catch it, but still, that took some skill and speed.) Then, he

water’s edge, and they are hard to see because they are

really let it go, to jump in the water and hide. Good go-

often the same color as the mud or rocks. When you get

ing, Elijah!

close enough, they hop away, either back into areas with
more plants and hiding places, or else into the water. If
they hop into the water, they
swim fast down into some
spot along the bottom where
they suddenly stop and are
hard to see. Sometimes they
jump into the water and immediately swim back toward
shore before hiding, as if they
knew we would be fooled
and keep looking right where
they landed in the water.
Elijah tried catching one, but
it always hopped away just
before he grabbed it. I
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Elijah at the Creek, continued
Where did all that limestone come from? It is a layer of
white rock covered with a deep layer of sandy soil – so
how did that layer of rock get there? Think about a
time long, long ago, before there were people, back
in the age of dinosaurs. This part of Texas was covered
by an inland sea, and creatures like clams, snails, and
corals lived on the sea bed. The calcium from shells
and coral skeletons built up and many years later were
crushed together into limestone. Sometimes the shells
or other parts of these prehistoric animals are preserved in the limestone as fossils.
We found a couple of those fossils on this day. Elijah’s
father showed us several fossilized oysters he found,
and I found a couple of snail shells, coiled into a kind
of pointy little shape as the shell got smaller. On our
first walk, Elijah and I had found a part of a fossil ammonite. These were also sea creatures that made flat,
spiral shells, and the ones we find in our part of Texas
usually are ribbed. These were not really snails. PaleElijah and me (photo by Kelby Dupriest)

ontologists – the scientists who study prehistoric life –

We took another walk three days later. This time, Elijah’s
parents and little brother were with us. We all had a great
time wading through the water and walking over the broken pieces of limestone. After a big rain when a lot of water is rushing through the creek, any loose pieces of limestone get tumbled and moved. Then, when the water level drops and slows down, the rocks and sand may be
piled up in some higher spot above the water. Sometimes we find lizards
scampering around
among the rocks, or a
ribbonsnake slipping
over and under the
stones and finding a
place to hide.
(Left) The snail fossil, coiled in a cone-shape; (Right) A small ammonite fossil
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Elijah at the Creek, continued

tell us that they were sort of related to the modern octo-

groups of people. In each issue of The Treefrog Times I

pus! Except that, of course, an octopus doesn’t make a

talk about ways to get out of the house safely and spend

shell.

time in nature. I hope that you and your family can find a

These visits to the creek have been fun, beautiful, and a
great source of exercise. They have also been a wonder-

place to visit that gives you as much joy as this creek gives
us. Stay safe and be well!

ful chance to get out of the house while staying away from

Michael Smith is a naturalist who has lived most of his life in North Texas. He has given talks on herpetology, led
nature walks, and served as an officer in herpetological societies. He has written for Texas Parks & Wildlife Magazine, co-authored the book Herping Texas, and has a second book expected in spring, 2020. He also works with
children and young people as a licensed Psychological Associate. He blogs at www.livesinnature.com and is on
Facebook (@LivesNature). He can be reached at livesinnature@outlook.com.

